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How to use this brochure
This brochure showcases some of the highlights of Vivaro. Please note that some of the vehicles shown include options available at extra cost and not all of the features
described are available on every model. You can click through to our detailed Price and Specification Guide for all the latest details
Please note, due to ongoing shortages in the global supply chain, some Vivaro models may be built with reduced levels of standard equipment. Please consult your
supplying Retailer for further details.
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Carries British business
We have a long and rich history building light
commercial vehicles in Britain. With 90 years of
experience that has helped shape the way we
build our vans today; vehicles that are truly tried
and tested, and have become iconic on British
roads. And with the launch of the New Movano,
Vauxhall now lead the way in offering a fully
electric powertrain across its entire LCV range.

New Movano joins Combo and Vivaro to
complete a range that’s innovative, hardworking
and totally in tune with the wants and needs of
British businesses. With New Movano variations
for every kind of job, from panel vans and
doublecabs, to box vans, tippers, dropsides
and many more specialist applications.
And our van building expertise hasn’t gone

unnoticed. Not only do we build more light
commercial vehicles here in the UK than
any other manufacturer, we are the UK’s
best-selling electric LCV brand. Not content,
we recently announced a £100 million
investment in our UK plant at Ellesmere Port
to transform the facility for a new era in the
manufacturing of electric LCV models.
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Vivaro.
Carries British business
The Vivaro gives you more; more practicality, more choice, and more clever
features than ever before.
With three versatile bodystyles – the Panel Van, Doublecab and Platform Cab –
you’ll find a Vivaro that works for you and your business. So, sit back and prepare
to be impressed…
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Made in
Britain
Vivaro marks a proud almost 90 years of
Vauxhall Motors building vans in Britain.
Now, we’re the UK’s largest commercial
vehicle manufacturer with over one
million Vivaro-type vans built since
production started in 2001.
Made in our Luton manufacturing facility,
the Vivaro merges iconic design with
engineering precision. It is designed
to perform with a level of durability,
practicality and comfort you'll struggle
to find anywhere else.
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Top of
its class
Vivaro is built for business.
It’s designed from the ground up
to deliver class-leading payload,
flexible loadspace, and useful
connectivity features.
And the availability of an all-electric
powerplant takes it even further.
It all adds up to make Vivaro the
benchmark vehicle in its segment.
DISCOVER MORE
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Highlights
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Experience a best-in-class all-electric
powerplant with zero emissions, a
range of up to 205 miles and an 80%
charge in just 30 minutes.

2
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Enjoy an impressively useful maximum
load volume of up to 6.6cu.m, a load
length of up to 4 metres and a payload
of c1.4T.

3

Turn the cabin into your own personal
workspace with the multi-function
front passenger bench seat with
fold-down table.
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Highlights
1
2

Striking design meets engineering
precision.
All-electric power Panel Van, Doublecab
and Platform Cab with little or no
compromise on payload and volume.
Best-in-class LCV electric operation.

3

A superior, car-like driving behaviour,
and state-of-the-art technology rarely
found in commercial vehicles.

4

Highly efficient diesel engines ensure
competitive cost of ownership.

5

Choose between three bodystyles to find
the right Vivaro for your business needs.

6

Tailor your space with two different
body lengths. Capable of taking up to
three Euro pallets and 8x4 sheets.
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Vivaro-e

Plug in
work hard
The all-electric Vivaro gives you
real-world commercial vehicle
capabilities with little to no
compromise. It leads the way
with zero emissions whilst driving,
up to 205 mile range and a seriously
generous payload.

Vehicle range

up to 205 miles*
Payload
*The Vivaro-e is a battery electric vehicle requiring mains electricity for charging. Range data given has been determined according to WLTP
(Combined) test procedure methodology. The figures shown are intended for comparability purposes only and should only be compared to other
light commercial vehicles tested to the same technical standard. The range you achieve under real world driving conditions will depend upon a
number of factors, including but not limited to: the accessories fitted (pre and post registration); charging frequency; personal driving style; vehicle
payload and route characteristics; variations in weather; heating/air conditioning; pre-conditioning and battery condition. For more information,
contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.

up to 1226kg
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Run electric,
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2

1. Charging options: Simple to charge, with
a choice of two battery packs and a 7.5 kW
on-board charger. You can even opt for a
larger 11kW version and charge up in as little
as 30 minutes at a DC rapid charger.
2. Electric efficiencies: Substantial savings on
fuel versus diesel models. Zero emissions
whilst driving mean no congestion charges in
city centres. Cheaper to service and maintain.
Up to 205 miles with virtually no operating
compromises.
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3. Specific electric LCV connectivity: Monitor
essential info using the in-cab 3.5-inch digital
display. Set delayed charging cycles, search for
charging stations and a set navigation route,
all from a smartphone app.

4

4. Driving experience: A unique driving
experience with car-like ride and handling.
An exceptional 260Nm of torque and a
powerful 136PS. And an automatic transmission
with compact auto shifter plus the ability to
switch between three driving modes: ECO,
Normal and Power. The regenerative braking
system also helps to recharge the batteries.
VX_VIV_31157
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Vivaro Van

Design with
purpose
Meet the clever features and practical
solutions that make every working
day in Vivaro easier. Twin sliding
side-access doors as standard give
you easy access to the load area.
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Foldable Front Seat

FlexCargo Load-through

Capacities

Fold up the base of the outer front seat
to free up additional loadspace when
you need it. That’s 6.6cu.m in total.

Seat three comfortably up front or use
the load-through bulkhead to maximise
load length when carrying longer cargo
(up to 4024mm to be precise).

Cut down on journeys by carrying more
each time, thanks to Vivaro’s maximum
payload of c1.4T and its ability to carry
8x4 sheets or up to three Euro pallets
with ease.
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Vivaro Doublecab

Crew to
carry?
The Vivaro Doublecab* has you
covered. It boasts space for up to
six crew, giving you up to 4.0cu.m
of versatile loadspace should you
need it.

Seating for

up to six crew
Load volume

up to 4.0cu.m
DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES
*Doublecab rear seating is not equipped with ISOFIX child seat mountings.

Vivaro

Intuitive
technology
Vivaro is packed full of features
to ensure you stay in control and
connected on the move. Innovative
features such as head-up display and
rear-view camera. Not to mention,
Vauxhall Connect, Android Auto™,
Apple CarPlay and an intuitive
7-inch touchscreen that puts
everything at your fingertips; your
phone contacts, phone maps and
so on. To top it off, smart navigation
with Multimedia Navi Pro gets you
from A to B with ease.
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1. Vauxhall Connect**
Peace of mind when you need it most
with emergency or breakdown assistance
at the touch of a button. Access to live
navigation services and regular vehicle
diagnostic info plus a host of remote
convenience features available through
the MyVauxhall App.
**Services may require a subscription/fee and are subject
to mobile network coverage and availability. Live navigation
services are included for 3 years and thereafter are subject
to an additional subscription fee.
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2

2. Rear-view Camera*
Reversing out of your driveway or into
a tight parking space? Our clever 180º
rear-view camera gives you an extra
wide view of everything behind you.

*Optional on certain models.
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Infotainment
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Bluetooth® and DAB Radio

Smartphone Projection

Navigation System

The touchscreen is simple to use whether
tuning to AM, FM or DAB radio stations or
using Bluetooth® connectivity to stream
music or make phone calls hands-free.
All models also feature USB functionality.

Apple CarPlay or Android Auto™ projects
your smartphone onto a high-resolution
7-inch touchscreen and puts everything you
need at your fingertips; contacts, music and
phone sat nav.

A new generation voice-controlled 3D
Connect Nav system that makes every
journey easier, delivering connected
services and real-time traffic information
with TomTom Traffic.
SEE ALL INFOTAINMENT FEATURES

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc., also registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Please note in-car features should be used by drivers only when safe to do so. Drivers must be in full control of the vehicle at all times.
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Your
office on
wheels
And as if it wasn’t versatile
enough, Vivaro’s comfortable
cabin can be transformed into
your very own mobile office.
With a fold-down table, a variety
of practical storage solutions,
and creature comforts such
as air-con as standard. That’s
everything you need to keep
your business on track – day in,
day out.
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Storage solutions
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Door pockets
No less than three separate storage
pockets in both front doors, the
largest perfect for holding large
items like 1.5l bottles.
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Passenger bench with
integrated storage
On Doublecab models there's
additional storage volume underneath
the front passenger bench, so you
can stow work equipment and other
valuable objects.
Please note, seat trim may differ from that illustrated.
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Dashboard storage
Lots of smaller items to stow? With
up to 14 different storage solutions
throughout the cabin and a glovebox
with cooling function, the Vivaro has
you covered.
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You’re in
good hands
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2

1. Driver Drowsiness Alert:* Monitors the time
you’ve been behind the wheel and analyses
your driving patterns via the front camera
and steering wheel movements, letting you
know when it’s time to take a quick break.
2. Speed Limit Adaptation:* Uses speed sign
recognition to analyse changes in the
speed limit. With one push of the memory
button, allow the semi-adaptive cruise
control to adjust your speed accordingly.†
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3. High Beam Assist:* Switches the headlamps
between high beam and dipped beam
automatically to avoid blinding other drivers.
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3

4

4. Lane Departure Warning:* Recognises
when the vehicle is drifting lanes and alerts
the driver via audio and visual cue.
SEE ALL DRIVER ASSISTANCE FEATURES

*Optional on certain models as part of the Driver Assistance Pack.
†
On single and dual carriageways the speed limit for vans is 10mph
less than for passenger cars.
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Driveability
Car-like driving
Vivaro is as tough as a work van should be,
yet smooth and refined, with a special car-like
driveability that makes everyday driving a doddle.

Efficiency
Vivaro boasts a range of powerful yet frugal diesel
engines and smooth transmissions, for low running
costs, reduced emissions and maximum efficiency.
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Fuel economy and CO2# results for the Vivaro diesel van range. Combined mpg (l/100km): 35.3 (8.0) – 42.8 (6.6). CO2 emissions: 209 – 172g/km.
WLTP Combined CO2 (g/km)/Miles Per Gallon (mpg) figures are based on a configured vehicle as per pack code for UK with no options fitted as at 23 November 2021.
Figures shown are for comparison purposes and should only be compared to the fuel consumption and CO2 values of other vehicles tested to the same technical standard. The fuel consumption achieved, and CO2 produced, in
real world conditions will depend upon a number of factors including, but not limited to: the accessories fitted (pre and post registration); variations in weather; driving styles and vehicle load. The WLTP (Worldwide Harmonised Light
Vehicles Test Procedure) is used to measure fuel consumption and CO2 figures. The CO2 figures display a range to reflect the highest value for the highest emitting version with all available options added, through to a minimum value
to represent the lowest emitting version in standard specification.
#
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Driving features
Eight-speed Auto
A smooth and ultra-efficient eight-speed auto
will take you further for less.
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Sit back,
relax...
And get comfortable in the
Vivaro’s spacious cabin.
With seats designed for perfect
ergonomic support across even
the longest of journeys.
All models feature black cloth
trimmed seats with Curitiba
fabric inserts.

DISCOVER ALL SEATING FEATURES
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Colours
Look the business on and
off the road with a choice
of four colours.

1

2

1. Jade White
2. Pearl Black Metallic
3. Quartz Silver Metallic
4. Moonstone Grey Metallic
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DISCOVER ALL THE DETAIL
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Accessories
Take your van’s practicality
to the next level with our
range of genuine accessories.

1

3

6

1. Floor mats
2. Towing hitches with ball
3. Towing hitches with ball
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4. Roof crossbars
4

5. Roof racks
6.	Load compartment
protection kit/floors
7. Wind deflectors
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7
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ACCESSORIES RANGE
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Let’s wrap it up
Vivaro is built to drive your business forward. With
class-leading efficiency, including an all-electric
powertrain, stacks of clever features and practical
solutions that make your van work even harder.

Impressed yet?
You'll find all the latest detailed information on the
Vivaro in the LCV Range Price and Specification
Guide. Click on the button below.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE
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For more information call 0345 600 1500
For Fleet enquiries call 0330 587 8222
Discover the full Vauxhall range at vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online

Some feature descriptions in this guide may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. Please note that Vauxhall Retailers
are not the agents of Vauxhall Motors Limited and are not authorised to bind Vauxhall Motors Limited by any specific or implied undertaking or representation.
It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. The colours in this guide are only
approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles
can vary by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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